
For immediate release. 
 
MI^HO ANNULUK introducing a brand new song, Ayan 
Godan 
 
February 2020 - MI^HO ANNULUK is a versatile singer and 
songwriter who has so much to offer, in terms of creativity and 
vision. Her style is absolutely one-of-a-kind, and she really 
knows how to set the bar higher with every release. If you like 
the lush melodies of pop, and a modern approach to 
production, you should definitely check out “Ayan Godan,” a 
brand new song from this talented artist. The sound is big and 
in-your-face, and the production of the song is in line with what 
you would expect from some of the hottest charting tracks out 
there. MI^HO has a powerful, yet dynamic voice, which really 
sets the mood for the entire song. What’s special about this 
release is most definitely the fact that it stands out as a unique 
combination of great vocal hooks and memorable instrumentals 
made bei ALEX CERB, allowing every element on this mix to live 
on in perfect synergy. 
 
Another song often means another opportunity to try out 
something different for MI^HO, who is always happy to get out 
of her comfort zones and channel different ideas in her amazing 
songwriting and production aesthetics. 
 
Find out more about MI^HO ANNULUK and don’t miss out on 
Ayan Godan, which is currently available on the web. 
 
 



For immediate 
release  

MI^HO ANNULUK introducing a brand new song, IMPERATIVE - 
which will be the artist’s first single release!  

1. November 2019 - Imperative is the first exciting single from  

singer/songwriter MI^HO ANNULUK. What really stands out about 
her work is definitely the fact that she has no boundaries when it 
comes to genre definitions. In fact, she is always open to trying new 
things and explore different ideas. This is a turn-on for her music, 
because it allows each release to dig deeper and focus on different 
directions, without getting stuck in the usual pattern.  

“Imperative” is yet another perfect example of MI^HO’s mercurial attitude! 
The song is airy and melodic, yet lush and dark, combining a perfectly 
tailored ambiance with the singer’s characterful vocal flow. For this one, 
she collaborated with IIX, a music producer based in Leipzig, Germany. 
The pair managed to create a nice chemistry, with MI^HO’s vocals 
matching the vibes of the instrumental to perfection! While this producer is 
commonly found working with Drum & Bass music, this track has a 
half-step feel, giving the song a unique edge.  

“Imperative” shines for MI^HO’s hypnotic vocals and fast-paced beats, 
bringing an extra sense of depth to the mix. Fans of artists like The Knife, 
Bjork or Feist will certainly be able to connect with this one. There is also 
room for a rap-live verse, bringing more depth to the song!  

Find out more and listen:  


